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C. How many negative traces are described the sequence diagram in Figure 1? Explain your 

answer. 

We don't have any negative traces in MyCabineScenario since it does not contain neg, refuse, 
assert operators nor guards. 
 

D. Describe one inconclusive trace with respect to the sequence diagram in Figure 1 whose 
length is greater than zero? Explain your answer. 

In the sequence diagram, there are infinitely many inconclusive traces (greater than zero). One 
possible inconclusive trace in MyCabineScenario may correspond to 

         u:User   sends   Sms("HEATING ON") ... ... ...  u:User   receives   Sms("Heating turned on") 

There is no trace in MyCabineScenario of this form. 
 

E. How would you modify the sequence diagram in Figure 1 into a sequence diagram MyCabine-
Scenario1 such that the modified diagram MyCabineScenario1 is a pure supplementing of the 
sequence diagram in Figure 1? Explain your answer. 

In order to do pure supplementing, we may redefine inconclusive traces as either positive or 
negative while positive and negative traces remain the same. In this case we can take advantage 
of question D to do the supplementing. We may introduce an ALT-operator with 2 operands. The 
first operand will be a REF of MyCabineScenario, the second operand will be a fragment 
corresponding to the selected trace of the form: 

         u:User   sends   Sms("HEATING ON") ... ... ...  u:User   receives   Sms("Heating turned on") 

Now the inconclusive trace from question D is a positive trace in MyCabineScenario1. The already 
positive traces from MyCabineScenario are still there. 
 

F. Replace the seq-operator in the sequence diagram in Figure 1 with the alt-operator. We refer 
to the resulting sequence diagram as MyCabineScenario2. What is the length of the shortest 
positive trace in MyCabineScenario2? Explain your answer. 

Since we have replaced the SEQ-operator with the ALT-operator, we still have 3 operands, and the 
first event in MyCabineScenario2 will be the tranmission of one of these 3: Sms(“Power outage”), 
Sms(“HEATING ON”), Sms(“STATUS”) which is the first event of each operand. 

The shortest positive trace will be from the second operand. Moreover, it will be of length 14 since 
any execution of this operand involves sending 7 messages. 

G. Replace the seq-operator in the sequence diagram in Figure 1 with the xalt-operator. We refer 
to the resulting sequence diagram as MyCabineScenario3. Is MyCabineScenario2 a general 
refinement of MyCabineScenario3? Explain your answer. 

Let o1 = ({p1},ø)   o2 = ({p2},ø)   o3 = ({p3},ø) where p1, p2, p3 are all possible positive traces from 
the 3 operands respectively. 

Then [[MyCabineScenario2]] = {o1 ⊎ o2 ⊎ o3} = {o}  [[MyCabineScenario3]] = {o1, o2, o3}. 

So MyCabineScenario2 is a general refinement of MyCabineScenario3 because o is a refinement 
each of o1, o2 as well as o3. 


